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Luigi' s mansion 3 guide b2 gems

A floor-by-floor guide for all 102 gems Stephanie Vour Mars hidden in Luigi's latest game by June 9, 2020, Luigi's Mansion 3 continues the tradition of running Green Brother away from his roots as a stage game hero. However, the tradition of that style of collecting a bunch of shiny trinkets in search of perfectionist perfection remains alive and well. By using the
many functions of your Poltergust G-00 to poke and prod the bizarre ultimate resort hotel accessories you can uncover a huge 102 gems spread across 17 floors. Behind the game's most interesting puzzles brings great pleasure in exposing every last one of these hidden gems. However, every player is bound to have some holdouts – this guide will give you
clues in the people you're missing, with maps, room names, locations and complete solutions for every gem. Want more help with Luigi's Mansion 3? We have a walkthrough for every owner and a guide to catching every boo. Once you've completed the opening sequence and see the title screen, you'll start playing appropriately in the basement. As you
advance into adventure, the basement becomes the basis of your operation – play host in E. Gad's lab. Note that you won't be able to grab some gems until after acquiring a dark-light device (the first trip on floor 2) and partner with Googi (first trip on floor 5). Gem Location: E. The garage on the left side of the Gadd vintage car is covered with another one
sheet. Vacuum the sheet to find a blinking green light in the trunk. Use the strobulb of your flashlight on the light and the trunk will open, giving you the white gem of the floor. Gem location: Garage on the lefthand side of the parking lot, use Googi to walk in the meshed area. Fire Gooigi's plunger on the breaker box on the left, and blinking green lights fire his
strobulb on exposing this. This will activate the machine behind the area, giving you access to the red gem of the floor. Gem location: The elevator shaft (entry through garage) in the upper right corner of the parking lot is a metal panel. Remove it with your plunger and walk through the opening. Now you're inside the lift shaft: find the ladder on the right wing
and climb to the top (passing the gem). Use Gooigi to fall through the pumpkin on the upper left side of this path to the bottom level. Let Gooigi on the right side of the lower path to claim the blue gem of the floor. Gem location: The laundry room in the right half of the laundry room, the plunger fire on the door of the beach washing machine. Pull the rope of the
plunger with your vacuum to free the green gem in the drum. Gem location: Use Poltergust's dark light device on the painting of a gem immediately outside the parking lot to claim the purple gem of the service hallway floor. Gem location: The stairwell leading to the first floor has a pumpkin on the left side of the upper level in the service staircase. What gooigi
drop through and free gold gem on stage Floor 1 is easily the smallest floor in the game, covering just the hotel's ground floor lobby. Everything in the north of the stairs is actually considered Floor 2 — yet, the next level game has decided to change the player on gems to this floor no less and there are still six to find overall. You'll need a dark-light device and
Gooig, so don't expect to claim them all on your first trip. Gem location: The lobby (west) fires the dark-light device of Poltergust over empty, open space under the window in the nook west of the grand lobby to discover a hidden sofa. Once the sofa materializes, a crystal ghost will appear. Grab him as you will have any other ghost and he will break, renounce
the white gem of the floor. Gem location: Fire the plunger on the hotel emblem on the right side desk of the lobby (formerly) grand lobby staircase (and then pull it off). A mechanism will be active, and the painting of the hotel will open to reveal a red gem. Gem location: The lobby (accessed through west, upper west) is a tall red carpet on the left side of the
upper level of the lobby. The wind will blow out of your Poltergust on the carpet and roll it, revealing a pumpkin underneath. Send through Gooigi. Walk Gooigi on the side of the camera and behind the gem hanging on the wall. Execute a stomp (ZL+ZR) and the blue gem will crash to the desk below - free of its frame and ready to grab you. Gem location: The
lobby (formerly) green gem is clearly trapped in a plant on the right side of the first floor elevator. Fire your plunger in a plant pot, walk backwards and throw the plant to break and free the gem. Gem location: Go behind the main reception desk using lobby stamp move (ZL+ ZR). Blinking on the right will fire your strobulb at the green light and leave the purple
gem on the rear desk. Gem location: Use the lobby luigi and Gooigi step on to the two floor-switch on twice of the lobby chandelier, which will be reduced as each switch is stepped on. Use the suction of poltergust with both Luigi and Googi (hold down the ZR to take in the air and hold it down, while you push the right stick to switch to the other character). With
the power of both Poltergusts, the chandelier will rotate quickly enough to dislodge the barrage of coins and, finally, the gold gem of the floor. Mezzanine's east wing, containing dining halls, kitchens and recreation rooms, is not immediately accessible to the player. Expect to return once you have Gooigi in tow - but you can grab gems 2 (red) and 4 (green) on
your first trip. Gem location: Toilet (right, men) in men's restroom (most of the two right), poltergust rip the door from the third stall with the plunger to find a levitat newspaper. Use suction mode (ZR) to grab a corner of the newspaper - a crystal ghost will be revealed. Mezzanine claims white gem to defeat her. Gem location: The ballroom in the room where you
find e. gad stuck in a painting is a chandelier that can be replaced with constant explosion from your poltergust. So the shutter on the contract on the left side of the room will draw back - once open, head inside for the red gem. Gem location: Kitchen Once you reach the east wing of the second floor (post floor 5), beat the chef-ghost boss in the kitchen and
open the walk-in freezer behind the leftest metal door. When you're being eaten by almost giant angler fish (fire your plunger over your dangling illicium), note the blocks of ice on the shelves on the left. Pick up blocks of snow with your Poltergust and take it to the island of hobs in the center of the kitchen (turn hobs on if they're not already on). The block of ice
will melt, freeing the blue gem. Gem location: Use your Poltergust to suck all of the uniforms and coats on the rails on the left side of the dressing room dressing room. Fire your strobulb on safe behind the final coat and you will be rewarded with the green gem. Gem Location: Recreation Room This gem is once again in the east wing of the accessible
mezzanine after floor 5. Enter the recreation room and grab one of the swords across the crest on the right-wing wall above the billiards table with the suction of your Poltergust. The sword will nail itself into the nozzle of the poltergest. Walk up to the back of the room and fire the sword on the dartboard (expel the air with ZL). The board will open to reveal the
purple gem. Location: Two wall-mounted fans on either side of the hallway (east wing) dining hall doors (left hidden behind a menu board — throwing it aside with its plunger). Luigi and Googi get the target of the air on fans (remember to switch to another character while the ZR is held) and the gold gemstone will fall from the ceiling. The hotel's shopping mall
is the first new floor you travel to after teaming up with Googi – accordingly, a good amount of gems (and most of the rest of what you can do) involves controlling your sticky doppelganger. Gem location: The elevator hall (accessed through the upper mall lobby) on both sides of the escalator in the upper mall you'll find a gate. Most accurately the one can be
opened with a stomp (ZL+ZR). Follow the path round and duck out into the main hallway. You'll find yourself on an upper level ignoring the elevator. Follow the ledge rounds and finally open the chest in the crawlspace to get the white gem. Gem Location: The most perfect shop on the lower level of boutique mall is a dress shop. As with all stores, you can only
get through the sliding gate on the front with Gooigi. Remove the dress from the displayed mannequin on the left and fire the Poltergust plunger on the target on your chest - it will open a secret door behind a mirror on the back side of the store. Head into the newly opened door to find the red gem on a beam above a chest. Use the suction of your poltergust to
grab the gem. Gem Location: Hallway (Level 2) On the second floor, the mall is a vending machine outside the police office. Strobulb fires at times shimmering green light Single coins, and after chucking several mice, it will distribute the blue gem (if you use the plunger to destroy the vending machine, as you would have done on other floors, you won't find the
gem. Go to the second floor and return to reset the vending machine if necessary. Gem Location: Mall Lobby (Upper): In the far-left corner of the upper level of the mall, outside the Gem Store, you can use The Poltergust's dark-light device to reveal a staircase, which can lead to the third level of the mall. Walk to the far right, killing bats that descend on you as
you go (stomp with ZL+ ZR if Luigi starts cowering). At the far end you'll find the chest - open it to your green gemstone. Gem location: The restroom (accessed via left, ladies, Mens) is the fifth gem hidden in the restroom under the right-wing aisle at the first level of the floor. Enter men's restrooms. Pull the metal panel of the left wall to reveal a green pipe. If
you send Gooigi through the pipe you will soon find that the women's restroom is currently flooded. Instead, note that a groove is visible in the mirror in the men's restroom that does not appear on the floor. Use your dark light beam to bring the groove back into existence and send the googie there. Women walk left under the floor to get under the restroom and
use poltergust to turn valves here, preventing water flow. Gooigi remembers and sent her through the green pipe to claim the purple gem, the women's porcelain sitting on the left side of the throne. Gem Location: The luggage is in the last gem of the floor, of all locations, the gem shop (the highest store on the upper level of the mall). There are a couple of
steamer tights in this store that can be thrown around with plungers – you should use these break everything you possibly can, but the main event here is the golden gem in the rear cabinet. This concert hall floor is relatively simple to focus on a tall owner battle in the main auditorium. Nonetheless, play host to many fun to find different backstage and house
front room gems. Please note that Gem Four (Green) will not be available until you have reached the 12th floor, well in the back half of the game (you might want to leave it in our guide if you would prefer to miss a minor spoiler). Gem location: As the restroom (left) can be seen in the mirror, there is a set of taps disappearing into the female restroom on the
floor four (toilet on the left). Hit the empty space above the right-wing sink with your dark-light device to wake up a crystal ghost - beat it for a white gem. Gem Location: Dressing room Once you beat the fourth floor owner, exit the left stage to enter your dressing room - repair the piano and hit the broken piano with dark-light beams to get the red gem. Gem
location: The concession stand (accessed right through the restroom) into the men's restroom (right of two), send Gooigi behind the folding barrier to pull the flush mechanism using your Poltergust. Of the room Side Panel Panel Turn into a boo - walk up to the door and use it (Luigi will reach his mouth and be taken to the neighboring room). Now you will be in
the snack stand. Safe on the left and pay attention to the bottles on the back shelf. When you pass the air on the neck of the bottles they will play notes of Luigi's mansion theme - and the top display of the safe will be lighter. Just flick (ZL) and walk from left to right and will open safely, giving you the blue gem. Mani Location: Auditorium This gem is not
available for you until you reach the 12th floor and returned from a detour back to the floor B2. On the left side of the platform is the outline of a hatch. Stomp (ZL+ZR) and a plug socket will rise out of the ground. Assuming you've been given a super suction upgrade by E. Gad, using the plug socket will allow you to point to the poltergust on the back wall of the
platform, gradually separating it to reveal a ghost orchestra. It's very dedicated to your craft and you can vacuum up every last one to get an achievement medal. The only thing you can't suck is a television against the back wall. Leaving behind the super suction once you fill your own and walk on the TV - enter it with a button and you will be broadcast to the
left hand balcony. Use your vacuum to grab the green gem. Gem location: The elevator hall can be found inside the brass horn in the purple gem lift lobby and requires both Luigi and Gooigi. Use a character to blow into the mouthpiece with ZL, switch to another character by pressing in the right stick, and use Poltergust's suction mode (ZR) to grab the gem.
Gem location: The green light flashing on the elevator hall popcorn will hit at enough time and the machine will burst, giving you a gold gemstone. The hotel floor where the heroes of the game are initially adjusted to the first floor you (again) visit once E. Gadd will have to be free on the 2nd floor. After claiming gems in the West Wing you can find e. The GADD
mission has returned from here – see Gem 2 (Red) for details on how to use this corridor. Gem Location: E. The 508 balcony on the balcony of Gadd's fifth-floor suite, take a look through binoculars and have a nice long look at the scenery — in essence you'll be interrupted by a crystal ghost. Defeat it for the white gem of the floor. Gem Location: 501 Balcony
You can reach and pull together the painted suites at the beginning of the game by firing the planter's plunger on the couch blocking the way with both Luigi and Googi (switch from each other's character while holding one of those who fall with the active character). Doors for all of the rooms in this corridor must first be hit with dark light device to display. The
first suite in the aisle, 501, is Princess Peach's Room. You can reach the balcony of her room using a dark-light beam in the right-wing corner to find a door. Once on the balcony, you can continue the right title - here's a gargoyle who Gems. Gem location: The laundry room (accessed through the hallway) is a vending machine right in the seating area of the
elevator — pulling on circular patterns on glass to destroy your plunger fire and vending machine, revealing a hidden door leading to the laundry room. On the upper left side of the laundry room there is a panel through which you can glimpse the blue gem. Use your plunger again to get it. Gem location: The hallway (north) north hallway is lined with various
statuesed alcove. Pick one of the metal ones with poltergust's suction and release the green gem to start it in a glass between room 505 and 506. Gem Location: 507 Bathrooms Ad. The room next to the Gadd Suite has a bathroom in disarray. You can use the crawlspace behind the bath through an opening on the left. Move the furniture to the left of the crawl
space and walk through the area on the right side containing the purple gem. Gem Location: 502 bathroom access corridors described in Floor 5: Top Gem 2. With the second room is Mario. Try not to be too shocked at the amount of pizza he was apparently eating (you just didn't come?). The bathroom for this suite is blocked by a trolley — toss it aside with
its plunger and head in. If you blow wind on the tap in this room, you'll find that they go, but no water emerges. Send Gooigi down the drain in the middle of the room and you'll know why. Under the floorboard, fire your plunger over the planks covering the valve and turn it on with Googie's poltergust. Now switch back to Luigi and turn on the tap - the bath will
fill. Use suction mode to grab the material - here is a yellow container that you should and throw to open. Inside is the gold gemstone. The first three-level floor will encounter you and be one of the more expansive on the game, medieval themed Castle MacFrights plays host to at least one gem on every level. Gem location: Coliseum balcony Once you beat
the owner of the floor, exit through the steps on the right and walk around the balcony going back to the entrance. On your way you'll find a few suits of armor - leaving the left-wing white gem on the move. Gem location: Soon after entering the façade of the Hall of Armour palace the hallway is surrounded by a set of armor standing in the alcove. The alcove on
the upper right is empty - hit it with dark light beams to discover another suit of armor. Fire the plunger in your chest and throw it into the room - you will get a red gem. Gem location: Large barrels of basement basement can be opened by firing plungers on the front-facing surface and stretching. The most perfect barrel consists of a few mice, but more
importantly there is actually a hole in its right-wing wall - with the right title you'll find a ladder to climb and a blue gem to grab. Gem location: The royal treasures (accessed through the Coliseum hallway) immediately out of the owner's room hallway (Coliseum) is an empty alcove Vacuum the tapestry and hit the alcove with a dark-light device and you'll discover
a door - by a tapestry. It leads to royal treasures - hoover all the gold and raise the green gemstone. Gem location: The arsenal, accessed immediately after the roof overlooking the Coliseum, has some uniquely different brickwork in the center of its rear wall in the arsenal. These bricks, bridges and plungers on a mechanism would lift the fire wall, revealing a
chest. Inside is the purple gem. Gem Location: Cage Elevator Room Once you've taken both characters to the bottom of the cage elevator room you'll see the yellow gem in the cage hanging above the center of the room. This can be reduced by blasting air on the propeller on the left hand side of the room - once the cage is on the floor, just walk it in with
Gooigi to get on the gem. One of the tallest floors in the game, the central hall is dominated by a massive vertical window and an overgrown plant you should climb. Technically there are five levels, although only four are mapped (the blue gem is at the fifth level), so it is shown here floating in the dead-place. Gem location: Ivy bathroom is bathroom with 'Ivy
bathroom' more recognizable many growing up in giant watermelon. A groove can be found (through the use of the dark light device) next to the toilet in the lower left corner - Gooigi send it down once you've brought the drain back into existence. Under the floorboard, Gooig will find that the pipework leading up to the bath is incomplete - with its dark light
beam hit the missing section and proving that Mario Brothers never gave up on plumbing - they sometimes outsource it to supernatural labor. We're not doing enough here - switch back to Luigi and hit the tap on the bath with a stream of air. This will cause water to fill the bath, but The gem is actually to grab Gooigi – the pipe leaks on the flower on the lower
right side and it spits out the white gem. Gem location: The blooming suite is a red gemstone in a blooming suite filled with plants. Fire your plunger on the circular feature on the sideboard to reveal a green pipe. Gooigi is climbing through and she will appear at the top of the four-poster bed. Here is a lightly sensitive flower - fire your strobulb to claim the gem
inside. Gem location: Atrium (top level) left climbing up the very top of the plant in garden suites and head. In the back wall, hidden beneath much of the greenery, there is an access hatch to a path beyond the vast window of the atrium. Walk right and use your vacuum to grab the blue gem through a hole in the wall. Gem location: Mushroom suite in
mushroom-filled bedroom, head over the bed on the left hand side of the room and down the floor board to follow the path up and on the bed. A green pipe can be seen here in the foreground - the entrance is a green pipe in the back wall immediately to the right of a line of mushrooms (you can see Gooigi behind the light-sensitive flower in the middle of our
screenshots). Fire on your strobulb Flowers to claim green gem. Gem location: Blooming bathroom bloom bathroom a blossom room full of piles of petals is just begging to be empty. Clean the pile in the bathtub and the purple gem will make itself known. Continue cleaning the petals and you will find that the pile in front of the toilet covers a drain. Once again
send Gooigi down under the floorboard and check all the pipes on the right side of the room. Most of the trio will let Googie emerge in a bathtub to claim a purple gem. Gem location: The elevator hall on the right side of the first hallway of the garden suites, its dark light device can reveal the gold gem beneath a framed painting. The ultimate resort hotel has its
movie studio very themed floor with five movie sets ready to produce different genres - horror, historical epic, monster movie and more. The layout here is relatively simple, perhaps because the main puzzle is relatively complex (you need to transport some key objects from one studio to another through a network of television monitors). Gem Location: Studio
3: The fire set is a suspicious piece of cloth in a bicycle basket on the upper right side of the fire set. Vacuum and pull the fabric to reveal a crystal ghost - defeat it to claim the white gem for this floor. Gem location: Step up studio entry into the lower left corner of the studio's reception area and direct a stream of air into the corner of the rug here — it will roll
revealing a star pattern on the floor. Tara will then rise out of the floor and reveal the red gem. Gem Location: Backstage (Take to Studio 3: Fire Set) This gem is found enclosed in an ice block on a light scaffold above the central 'backstage' area. You can use the scaffold using cherry pickers in the back-left corner - climb the luigi on the platform and turn on
the crank using Gooigi's poltergust. Let Luigi with the scaffold to block the ice on the right, pick it up, and take it back to the floor level with you. Extraordinary Productions involves using television monitors to transport items from set to set in a major puzzle solving mechanic, and this gem uses the same logic. You want to take your ice block to a fire-containing
set - 'Studio 3: Fire Set' is the most obvious candidate. Drop ice block on set and use movie camera with Luigi. Press the right stick to bring Gooigi into play, pick up the ice block and walk it into the fire to free the blue gem. Gem Location: Studio 4: Micro set Can climb into the neck of the oversized bottle in Gooigi Studio 4 to claim the green gem. Gem location:
Aim your Poltergust on the helicopter hanging out of the elevator hall elevator and the door will eventually open, giving you the purple gem. Gem location: A rope to the left of the movie reel at the reception desk at the studio entrance studio entrance you can pull with Poltergust. By doing so, the camera sculpture on the wall will whirl in life, Opening a hatching
containing a gold gem. Gems on this floor are all densely packed within the elevator hall, with North Hall reserved for a particularly intense boss battle. If you've ever walked into an archaeological museum and just wanted to break absolutely everything in sight, this is the floor for you. Gem Location: The elevator hall requires four of the gems on this floor to
smash something to you, and this is the first time. Once you beat the owner of the floor, grab the dinosaur vertebrae from the exhibition hall and take it with you to the elevator hall. Break the display cabinet in the southeast corner of the elevator hall and release a crystal ghost. As always, defeat it to claim the white gem for this floor. Gem location: The elevator
hall blast will reveal a constant stream of air on the swivel chair behind the reception desk and eventually, a chest below the bottom for the whole thing to spin upside down. Open the chest for your red gemstone. Gem location: The elevator hall behind large fuchsia-colored plants in the left-hand aisle is a blinking green light. Fire your Strobulb on it, and
dinosaur skeletons will be hoisted upwards to a safe reveal. Fire your strobulb at the green light safely to get the blue gem. Gem Location: Lift hall to smash back - get a dinosaur bone if you don't already have one, and start it on pterodactyl hanging on display immediately outside the elevator. The green gem will leave you to pick up. Gem location: The
elevator hall breaks the display cabinet in the southwest corner and notices that the left side is empty. Fire your dark light device in the empty space to make the purple gem a reality. Gem Location: Lift Hall Smashable Display Case that leads you into smashing display cases. Chuck a dinosaur bone on the glass and grab the golden gem. After ordering a little
mess of the first few floors, Luigi's Mansion 3 comes in a predictable sequence where each new floor is visited just above the last one. Your destination after Floor 9 is an exception – you'll need to go to the sub-basement level where the hotel's sewer and power generation are managed. Here on your first visit you will find that some secrets and rooms are
inaccessible - you will be back in the game later. Gem Location: The old reservoir note that this room is not accessible until you first reach the 12th floor. Take a close look at the alcove in a brick room containing a rotating bridge and you may just be able to see the outline of a ghost against the wall - lift one of the neon-colored paint cans scattered across the
floor and throw it over the wall - a crystal ghost will spring for you to fight the wall , with white gem as prize. Gem location: The storage room accessible on the lower left of the central room the storage room appears to be a small closet to move towards the boss room when you first enter. However, a green pipe hidden behind the mop bucket will lead Gooigi to
one Room beyond the wall. Luigi turn the valve above him to the right - it will stop pouring water into gooigi entered the room. Head through the green pipe on the right and Gooigi will finish under the floor. Switch back to Luigi and turn the valve back to the left - it will turn off the water on the red gem, allowing Googi to claim it. Gem location: An overview exiting
the central chamber through the right exit brings you to a small observation room. Let the screen down and note that the copper pipe leading to the empty space - use your dark light device to fill the gap. Blinking at the console at the far end of the room will fire your Strobulb at the green light and once the coffee maker is finished, the hatch under the console
swings open, revealing the blue gem. Gem Location: Sewer B Green gem can be found hanging from a small chain in the south-east corner of the sewer. Once the sewer is drained, you can use the elevator by pulling the chain to the ground level - have a character stand on the elevator, pull a character chain. The character on the elevator should be able to
overthrow the gem with an explosion from the poltergust. Gem location: In the northern part of the drain C drain sewer, what appears to be a periscope can be seen breaking through the floor (here about the nearest chest – feed Gooigi to it and use the dark light device to defeat it). Fire your plunger on the lens and pull to reveal a green pipe. Send through
Gooigi. So it was a periscope. Residents of the submarine appear to have left a burning fuel canister unattended. Move the canister and its flame to the stove on the right - the pot will boil over, discarding the purple gem. Gem Location: In this pipe-filled room immediately right of the elevator hall elevator room, you can highlight the central green pipe by
vacuuming a fake brick wall. Send through Gooigi and he will appear on the loft on the right side of the room (when you first arrive, the key to get out of this room will be here). Before dropping down to the floor level, walk left behind the wall and you will reach the gold gem. The tomb suite on the theme of ancient Egypt is one of the most interesting despite the
unconventional floors of the hotel. Although four levels deep, the gems on this floor are located only at Level 4 (level you arrive at in the elevator) and 2 (level with different deadly puzzle rooms). Gem Location: The Central Chamber will have you spent most of the time resting your tomb suites in the central chamber of the pyramid and the surrounding room.
One obvious thing to do here is use your plunger to open various caskets around the walls - one from the former door consists of several nested within each other such as the Matriouska doll. The smallest is a crystal ghost-it defeats for the white gem. Gem Location: Lift hall at the end of the corridor headed to the desert you will find a snake statue with a red
gem in your mouth. Pull the snake's tail with one character, and switch to vacuum the other Gem Location: Jewel Chamber Northern Puzzle Room sees you quickly finding and throwing jewels of different sizes in the sockets on the walls to avoid a poisonous mist. Once resolved, you're free to leave — however, before you do that, you should open/break the



pot on either side of the statue on the back. The left one has a cross-shaped gemstone. The socket for the jewel is found just inside the entrance of the chamber, on the left hand wall - the jewel pop into the socket and you will receive the blue gem. Gem Location: Scale Chamber Western Puzzle Room sees you using a set of scales to match different animal
symbols while an edgy roof descends towards you. Once completed, vacuum the sand on the left side of the room to find a groove - send the googi down and hold the green gem from the chest under the floor. (If you return to this room later in the game, the groove appears to be automatically open). Gem Location: Sandy Grand Hall (West) Sands. We love the
simulation of sand in this game and how it reacts to Poltergest, and there are plenty of stuff to play in the sandy grand hall containing pyramids. If you're not already planning on vacuuming the last grain ever in this room, you should know that the purple gem is buried west of the grand hall, roughly in line with the lower left corner of the pyramid. Gem location:
Sandy Grand Hall (east) is a stone snake poking out of dunes southeast of the Sandy Grand Hall containing pyramids. Vacuum the sand and you will search for missing sections: the first is in the middle of it. And the second is near the tail of the snake - hit them with dark light device. Once these segments are restored, the snake's mouth will open to reveal the
gold gem. Although only one level is tall, the stage magic-themed twisted suit packs a fair number of rooms into a slightly disorientating floorplan. The way of the room are messed up immediately before the owner's fight — the doors suddenly lead to completely disconnected rooms — but avenues return to normal once the owner's ghost is defeated. Gem
location: Suite bathroom bathroom in southwest of 11th floor has a large light fixture with various sports cards suits on it. It rotates and lights up every time a playing card is emptied - find all cards to get a white gem. Cards can be found: Standing at the end of the window wedged down the edge of the bath on the dresser by the back wall lying flat on the
window above the toilet, a dagger bead pinned from the location: a stream of air on the blade bedroom throwing the dagger carousel directly behind the room. Once a full set of spectral daggers have been thrown (they will be as a class), you will receive the red gem. Gem location: The trainer bedroom blue gem can be found by smashing a piggy bank at the
top of the fridge on the upper left side of this room. Gem location: The lounge on the right side of the platform is used to cover a panel Green light. Use your plunger to remove the panel. Firing strobulb at the green light will open glass cabinets on the left and right side of the room for a short time - you'll need to use both characters to fire the strobulb and
vacuum the green gem from the cabinet on the left side of the room. Gem location: A large top hat will fall on Luigi as you walk into the hall outside the owner's room - you can free him by stomping (ZL + ZR). However, if you put the cap back and head on, you will find a statue of the spectral wizard trio of the floor, which will clearly lack a hat - pop the hat on it
and a set of stairs will appear, showing the chest with a purple gem. Gem location: Mirror bathroom in the east of the 11th floor appears to fly thanks to a large mirror in a bedroom where the bed initially deployed for an optical illusion. Enter the door on the right side of this room to enter the surrounding bathroom - note that in the right-wing mirror you can see
that on the wall there is a painting of a dice-shaped gem that is diagonally across from it (at a right angle from the sink). Fire your dark-light device in this painting and you will get a gold gemstone. The North Hall includes an entire beach and an impossibly vast sea - a pirate's cove-themed floor with just three rooms, however, so you can hardly complain. Your
first trip here will be somewhat infructuous - expect to grab all but the gold gem on your second trip. Gem Location: Grotto Lounge hit the crate and skull structure in the southwest corner of the Pirate Cave with its dark light device to reveal a pulley system. Use the plunger to pull the rope, revealing the white gem. Gem Location: Collect coconuts from trees on
the beach beach and throw them on the mermaid statue on the left hand island. Once the statue breaks, a crystal ghost will appear to defeat you - it carries red stone. Gem Location: Elevator Hall Once You Get E. Gadd has upgraded Poltergust to give you super suction capability, ripping floor accessories to reveal a red mark leading to an X beneath the
bethand side of the reception desk. Stomp on X (ZL + ZR) and you will receive the blue gem. Gem location: Beach (clue found on ghost ship) once you've beat the Floor 12 owner, climb the ladder to the left and remove a sheet from a barrel in the upper left corner. Walk up to the barrel for a map for some treasures – first follow your instructions by heading to
the right-wing side of the beach (the camera does a good job of hiding the fact that you can walk to the right-wing edge, but you can) use your dark light device to reveal a couple of bridges leading to treasure island (pick gem 5 when you first get to the island) arriving). Use the dark light device to reveal a treasure chest at the back of the island - open it and
you will receive a green gemstone. Gem location: The beach vacuum on the first small island will reach you in the way of gem 4 above, and you will be found buried in purple gem Gem location: The elevator hall behind the reception desk in the elevator hall can be found an indestructible metal globe (on the shelf on the back wall). Raise it with your poltergust.
The most perfect area contains gold gem - metal globe fire in areas hanging on a ropes from the ceiling. Is the hotel complete without a fitness center? The biggest challenge in finding gems here is that this floor is dense with puzzles especially to solve, with a lot of fitness machines and other mechanisms – there are plenty of clever details to notice that will
add to your gold stock. Gem location: Gym lobbies walk up to the bell at the reception desk and use it to ding it. Walk towards one of the way and Luigi will be shocked by an answer from Bell. Return and ding it again, and a crystal ghost will appear. Beat it for a white gemstone. Gem location: The weight room on the area raised south of the weight room is a
weight machine – if you stand on it, you can see in the mirror that a panel will open on the left column of the room, revealing the red gem. You'll need to leave one character on the weight machine and send the other to retrieve the gem with your poltergust. Gem location: In the lefthand half of the locker room in the locker room you can pull different items of
sports equipment from the shelves. Take a boxing glove and throw the blue gem free to sign under the light. Gem location: Shower room de-fog with your poltergust shower room, defeat showering ghosts and stop raining. Send Gooigi down the drain in the center of the room - the green gem is in the right-wing pipe. Gem Location: Training room If you pick the
telephone ringing in the elevator hall you can receive a secret message stating: Channel 3 plays music that is perfect for the training room.. । In the training room, you can cycle through various energetic remixes of Luigi's mansion theme using strobulbs several times on the sound system in the corner. As suggested by PhoneCall, the third channel is important
here – although distressing screeching and suddenly green mood light aren't what we personally like to workout. After a short period of flashing lights and spectral wails, three ghosts — two gold, one crystal — will appear to defeat you. Crystal ghost purple gem is used. Gem location: Elevator hall immediately outside the floor 14 elevator, you will see a large
spherical dumbbell symbol on the floor. Step on it with Luigi and the shape will sink slightly into the ground. Gooigi Go will stand on it as well, and will open the trophy cabinet to the right, allowing you to grab the gold gem. Is there anything more awesome than disco? This explosion of color and bad taste on the fourteenth floor is one of the levels that is
centered around a large boss-arena compared to a few rooms, but the gems here offer some particularly good ah-ha moments. Gem Location: Dance Floor Table Closest The camera is missing on the lefthand balcony - bring it into existence with a dark light device and fight the crystal ghost for the white gem. Gem location: The dance floor on the far wall of
both balconies is a record deck. Use both Luigi and Googi to blast the air from both decks, allowing the disco ball to fall and disintegrate, allowing you to go with a red gem. Gem Location: The dance floor after the Floor 14 Boss Fight, you can see that the two squares on the illuminated floor are dark - Luigi and Googi get to stand on them. Standing on the dark
square will cause an electrical outlet to rise to the left side of the platform - plug in your Poltergust and suck the DJ booth and sound system. Through the back wall, you'll find DJ Ghost's Green Room – and her impressive collection of red wigs. Separate the poltergust and enter the green room. When vacuuming the wig on the right wing shelf you may notice
that there is a wigless mannequin head that can't be emptied - hit it with dark light beams to give it a full head of hair and you'll get the blue gem as a reward gem location: Every item of clothing in the elevator hall (Cloakroom) cloakroom will vacuum and a panel will swing open , discard the green gem. Gem location: The record deck on the left side of the
elevator hall elevator hall can be played in the same way as the dance halls above are outlined for Gem 2 - wind up on them, and a square section of the wall will spread to the right of the breakd dancing neon sign. Switch to another character and do your best Super Mario Bros. impressions - stand under the block and do frequent stomp (ZL + ZR) - after a few
coins, bashing your block will give you purple gems. Gem location: Elevator halls (secret underfloor vaults) illuminated floors outside the fourteenth floor elevator are not just for show - walk on dark tiles (without stepping off) and they will illuminate one after another. Complete the route and the two tiles will be dark. Stand on them with Luigi and Gooigi and
repeat until the floor arrives in a set of stairs. Follow the stairs under the secret vault - send Gooigi through bars to claim treasures within, including gold gem. All good things should end, and the hotel owner's swanky penthouse apartment is the last real floor of the hotel. You'll have to visit every room here on the way to the ultimate bosses anyway, but stay
looking for gems. If you haven't found all of the gems yet, note that Hellen Gravely's office door north (where Luigi stands in our map) is more or less a matter of no return (though each save profile saves two saves you can go back after completing the game). Gem location: Exit the hallway (south-west) lounge and turn left and you'll find a sculpture on a
pedestal casting shadows on a piece of abstract boo art. Fly the air from your poltergust to rotate the pedestal and change the shape of the shadow - from a particular angle it will match the boo silhouette on the opposite wall. The art luigi will reveal a second piece with outline - rotate the pedestal again until the shadows match this new outline. To do this, you
will receive the white gem. Gem Location: Library Once you dodge and disable the laser in the lower level of the library, head through the lefthand door and you'll find an indestructible brown book. Move the book back to the upper level and place it in the empty space on the right shelf. The shelf will slide open and you will receive the red gem. Gem Location:
Master Bathroom Master Use your poltergust to close the shower running on the upper right side of the bathroom and send the googie through the drain. Walk down the screen and turn left - climb into the lower green pipe to emerge on the wooden bridge. Grab the blue gem. Gem location: Lounges stand on both of the coffee tables in the sunken seating area
to use both characters and you will receive the green gem. Gem location: The lounge on the upper left side of the lounge area has a green pipe on the wall that will lead gooigi to the top of the elevator enclosure. Walk around and leave in a hole hidden behind the pillars at the top of the enclosure. Inside the elevator shaft you will be able to pick purple gem.
Gem location: Firing a plunger on the most perfect mannequin in the master bedroom saw a spacious view change half the back half of the room, a necessary step on the way to getting one of the four keys required to get into the hotel owner's office. Spend too long on either side and you'll be tipped down into the abyss, making it best to use Googi. You'll also
be dodging lasers while you ascend (stir the dust and stomp to make lasers appear). Another reason to employ your liquid doppelganger for this task is that if you can be seen at the very top, you'll be able to step through a few bars to claim gold gems. As you can see in the screenshot above, you don't need to stand too far on either side to move the platform
– most importantly spending just the right time there to give it too far, or not tip too little. This article is part of our Luigi's Mansion 3 guide, you are also interested in boss walkthroughs and strategies and how to catch boo and where to find them. Wow, this is yours lot. Thank you for reading this Luigi's Mansion 3 Gem Location Guide. Hopefully, if you found it
useful, feel free to leave us a comment below if you spot anything wrong! Also see related games Luigi's Mansion 3 (Switch) (Switch)
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